Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Building #08 - Gage Building/ Signage for COVID 19 Re-entry – Bsmt Floor  

Date: Sept 28 2021

Washroom – Knock and Talk
Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Exit
Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Enter
Floor Line – Indicating Separation
Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Building # 08 - Gage Building/ Signage for COVID 19 Re-entry – 1st Floor

Date: Sept 28 2021

Hand soap at sink

Washroom – Knock and Talk

Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Exit

Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Enter

Floor Line – Indicating Separation
Building #08 - Gage Building/Signage for COVID-19 Re-entry – 2nd Floor

Date: Sept 28 2021

Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Building #08 - Gage Building/ Signage for COVID 19 Re-entry – 2nd Floor

Date: Sept 28 2021

Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Building #08 - Gage Building/ Signage for COVID 19 Re-entry – 2nd Floor

Date: Sept 28 2021

Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer
Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Wall mounted hand sanitizer
Stand mounted wipes
Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Required – Stand mounted hand sanitizer

Washroom – Knock and Talk

Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Exit
Directional Floor Decal – Indicating Enter
Floor Line – Indicating Separation

Hand soap and paper towel at sink